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Session 1: Introductions & Group Agreements
Make sure you have:





»
»
»

Facilitator Notes

Facilitator Notes

Facilitator Notes

Facilitator Notes

Session 2: Challenging Gender Stereotypes
Make sure you have:





List of group agreements to refer to during “Warm Up”
Ball to throw during “Cool Down”
Technology to show YouTube video

Welcome to our group, Athletes As Leaders!
As a reminder, here are our group agreements we created last week [refer to the group
agreements created last session]. Let’s take care of each other and stick to these
commitments.
Introduce topic (1 min)
Today we are talking about challenging gender stereotypes and traditional gender
expectations. A stereotype is an assumption or widely held belief about an entire group of
people. So today we are going to be talking about stereotypes about women and girls, and
how to challenge them. We also want to acknowledge that not everyone identifies as a
“woman” or a “man,” and that by keeping this in mind, we can challenge gender stereotypes
while keeping this a safe space for all.
Introduce & Show Video (4 min)
Now are going to watch a video with interviews of young people. This advertising campaign
is called “Like a Girl” produced by Always. In addition to selling their products, the campaign
promotes a positive message and challenges traditional gender expectations for girls and
women. When you watch this video, think about what it means to different people to do
something “like a girl”.
”Always #LikeaGirl” (3:29)
https://youtu.be/XjJQBjWYDTs

Discussion Questions: (5 min)
Traditionally, when someone says “you run like a girl” or “you play like a girl,” is it usually
meant as a compliment or an insult? Why do you think that is?
What differences did you notice between the younger people and older people’s
responses? Why do you think that is?
People are not born with these ideas that girls and boys are all that different. But then
often in childhood and early adolescence, kids get the message that girls are not as
good at certain things. Where are these messages often learned? [possible answers:
through toys, clothing, TV, movies, ads, families, peers].
Talking Points: (2 min)
»

It is clear that people your age have challenged some of the traditional gender
expectations far more than any generation before them. Women athletes play a big
leadership role in this area, because they often represent what it means to be strong,
powerful, tenacious, and courageous.

»

Some common phrases in sports that we may not often think of are based on gender
stereotypes. For example, doing push-ups on your knees is often called a ‘girl pushup’, which implies that girls are weaker. Coaches and athletes of all genders widely
use these terms, and it’s important to consider how those kinds of subtle phrases
can actually be based in gender stereotypes.

»

So here is a challenge for you…think about the ways that our society stereotypes
people based on gender, and try to challenge those messages. For example, think
about any younger people you have in your life and how you can teach them that
girls can be strong, powerful, and they can succeed in something amazing.

»

As student leaders and athletes… you can challenge the idea that boys have to be
a certain way or girls have to be a certain way. There is no right way to be a girl or a
boy; and all genders deserve equality and fairness.
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Team Talk: (8 min)
Now it is time for you to lead the Team Talk! The purpose of the Team Talk is to come up
with some ideas for action based
Facilitator Notes
on today’s topic. We will get in a
circle and I’ll ask you a few
You may choose to build on the Team Talk, especially if
questions. You can pass the ball
you have a little extra time, and the proper resources and
to your teammate who is willing to
permissions. Ideas include: making a poster & posting it in
share their idea. Only the person
locker room, videotaping the athletes saying statements
who has the ball should be talking.
from the Team Talk, or taking pictures of them holding up
signs with positive statements or action items from the

We want to hear your opinions and
Team Talk. These could be posted on the team’s group
ideas on how to challenge or shine
messages or social media page (if you have consent from
everyone and approval from the school).
positivity to the topic at hand. The
circle will allow you to see each
other, hear each other, and speak to each other. We all want to hear your ideas to promote
healthy relationships and a more supportive and equitable community. In this circle we are
going to think of things that you can all do as student leaders & athletes. Don’t worry, if you
get stuck we will be here to support, add on, or help clarify. Hopefully these will be things
everyone in the group can agree to do, when you are interacting with people on your team,
at school, on social media, or in the community. We are hoping they will become the new
team norms that will last beyond the season and in your everyday lives.
This week we are going to brainstorm ways that we can challenge gender stereotypes:
As we discussed, historically, “like a girl” has been used as an insult to mean “slow
or weak”. More recently, “like a girl” has been reclaimed to mean something that is
positive and empowering. We are going to do that now, so I want you to fill in the
blank with a word or short phrase… and I would love to hear lots of your voices on
this one! Girls can be _____.
How can you challenge the social messages and limited roles for girls? Like if
someone told a young girl she can’t play the superhero, the football player, the
doctor, or the president?
What would you say to a girl who is trying to change the way she looks or acts
because she wants to fit in with a certain group of girls?
Thank you for all of your participation and sharing. This team has so many great ideas to
make the community more empowering for women and girls and more inclusive for
everyone. It’s time to break for the day (or get to practice).
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Close the circle with a team cheer.
Facilitator Notes
You can say “Athletes As Leaders!” or a powerful word or phrase that relates to the
Team Talk. You could also do any other team cheer that the team normally uses to
end huddles. If this is the beginning of the season, it can be a great time to have
team captains or veterans teach new team cheers.
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Session 3: Privilege & Oppression
Make sure you have:






Facilitator Notes

»

»

»

»

»

Session 4: Self-Image & Standards of Beauty
Make sure you have:





»

»

»

»
»

»

Session 5: Rumor Spreading
Make sure you have:





Group agreements to refer to during “Warm Up” (only if
needed)
Technology to show YouTube video during “Work Out”
Ball to throw during “Cool Down”

Review group agreements (only if needed).
Introduce topic: (1 min)
Welcome! Last session we talked about challenging society’s standards of beauty. Today
we are going to talk about rumor spreading. As you know, spreading rumors about
someone is often something negative and can lead to miscommunication and hurt
feelings. Today we are going to talk specifically about spreading sexual rumors and its
effects. In discussing this topic, hurtful and offensive language might come up today in our
discussion. Please remember to be respectful and maintain our group agreements.

Introduce & show video: (3 min)
We are going to watch a video produced by students at Two Rivers High School in North
Bend, WA, called “Rumor Wildfire.” This video shows how harmful rumors can be and how
they can get out of hand.
”Rumor Wildfire” (2:12)
https://youtu.be/W8_9cuQlZqQ

Discussion Questions: (5 min)
Is this something that you see happening at your school or on social media?

How do you see how these types of rumors about girls being different that the ones
about guys? [Possible answers: sexual rumors about girls can sometimes damage
their reputation more than for boys; when boys are having sex, it is not talked about as
much, or it is seen as a positive thing].
If these types of sexual rumors become commonplace at a school, what might happen
over time? [Possible answers: people might think it’s okay to spread rumors; the
targets of the rumor might feel embarrassed or depressed; if someone reports a sexual
assault they might not be taken seriously or might blame themselves; boys who are
sexually assaulted may be afraid to report it because people think that men are always
supposed to want sex].
Talking Points: (2 min)
»

»

»

»

»

There is a societal expectation about girls that they are supposed to be both virgins and
also be sexual. Like “be sexy but don’t have sex.” If a woman is perceived as too
sexual, then that is considered a very bad thing.
Have you ever noticed a double standard? Girls are more often (than boys) the targets
of negative sexual rumors. Think about all the negative sexual names that are targeted
at girls and women. Are there as many for guys?
Facilitator Notes
It is not okay to call anyone a slut, thot, ho, skank,
It is important to use these
whore … the names go on and on. This is a form of
words for the sake of the
sexual harassment, even if people say they are “just
discussion. You can use
joking”. It also contributes to a society where
slang
terms that you hear
degrading women is considered to be okay.
young people using.
So here is a challenge for you: Think about ways
that you personally can help stop sexual rumor
spreading. Whether the rumor is about someone you know, or don’t know; whether it is
something that may be true or untrue; it doesn’t matter. Think about how these hurtful
rumors and harassment unfairly target women and other oppressed groups.
As student leaders and athletes, you can help create an environment where there is
less drama, and where sexual rumor spreading is unacceptable.

Team Talk: (8 min)
Now it is time for you to lead the Team Talk! Let’s get in a circle and get ready to pass the
ball. We are going to think of things that you can all do as student leaders &
athletes. Hopefully these will be things everyone in the group can agree to do, when you
are interacting with people on your team, at school, on social media, or in the
community. We are hoping they will become the new team norms that will help you take
action as leaders in the community.
This week we are going to brainstorm ways that we can help stop hurtful rumors.
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What are some things you can do when you hear someone spreading a rumor about
someone’s personal life?
What could you do to help a friend who tells you they are the target of sexual rumors?
What if sexual rumors or name-calling were being spread on social media instead of inperson. What could a person do to help in this situation?
Thank you for all of your participation and sharing your ideas on how to stop rumor
spreading and the unfair double standards. It’s time to break for the day (or get to
practice).
Close the circle with a team cheer.
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Session 6: Relationships
Make sure you have:




Prepare ahead of time:

»

»
»

»

»

»

Facilitator Notes

Session 7: Consent

Make sure you have:




Prepare ahead of time:

https://youtu.be/1UD515cZClw

»

»

»

Facilitator Notes

»

»

»

»

Session 8: Messages about Manhood
Make sure you have:





»

»

»

»

Facilitator Notes

Facilitator Notes

Session 9: Promoting Positivity
Make sure you have:





Group agreements to refer to during “Warm Up” (only if needed)
Technology to show YouTube video during “Work Out”
Ball to throw during “Cool Down”

Introduce topic: (30 sec)
Welcome! Last session we talked about messages about manhood. Today we are going to
talk about how we can create a culture that is more supportive to women and girls.
Introduce & show video: (4 min)
We are going to watch a video from Nike called “Dream Further.” Often society tells us that
women, or other groups who experience oppression, have to compete with one another to
succeed. While watching the video, think about what the world would look like if we turned
unhealthy competition and jealousy into support.

“Nike │ Dream Further” (3:00)
https://youtu.be/hOVkEHADCg4

Discussion Questions: (5 min)
In the video we see great examples of women who are supporting, encouraging and
mentoring other women and girls. How is this the same or different from what you see
in your community?
Most of us have seen many examples of jealousy and girl-on-girl hate. Why does
society give the message that women should see each other as competition instead of
allies?

As athletes, competition is often what drives success. What do you see as the
difference between healthy and unhealthy competition?
Talking Points: (5 min)
»

»

»

»

»

Many athletes already practice showing love and support to each other. Think of the
things you already do on your team, like motivating a teammate at practice, team
cheers, huddles, and high fives. Think about how that positivity can be spread to the
rest of the school.
We talked about how girls often hate on other girls out of jealousy. But if you’re jealous
of someone, it could actually mean you admire them. Think about checking your own
feelings of jealousy, and how to turn that into admiration. It takes practice. It’s okay to
feel jealous, but try to practice saying things that you admire about someone else and
see if that shifts your thinking.
There is a famous quote from Marian Wright Edelman: “You can’t be what you can’t
see.” Experts say having a positive role model or mentor can help a person succeed
further in life. Part of being a student athlete is being a role model at this school. Think
about your own mentors and how you can help create a supportive environment for
women and girls through mentorship.
So here is a challenge for you: Think about a young person in your life who you could
play a role in mentoring. Think about one personal quality that makes you a good
mentor and another quality that you admire in someone else.
As student leaders and athletes, it is important for you to help create a culture that is
more encouraging and empowering of one another. Admire what other people have
instead of being jealous. It feels better, and you will be contributing to a positive
environment at ________[name of high school].

Team Talk: (6 min)
Now it is time for you to lead the Team Talk! Let’s get in a circle and get ready to pass the
ball. We are going to think of things that you can all do as student leaders &
athletes. Hopefully these will be things everyone in the group can agree to do, when you
are interacting with people on your team, at school, on social media, or in the
community. We are hoping they will become the new team norms that will help you take
action as leaders in the community.
This week we will address how you can better support each other and how to promote a
culture that is more supportive to women and girls.
What are some ways you want your team to show love and support to each other?
What are some things you can do to make social media a more supportive and positive
space for yourself and others (like Instagram, Snapchat, Facebook, and Twitter)?
[Possible answers: be authentic; compliment others on social media; share and
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comment on peoples’ accomplishments; follow people you admire; keep it positive and
don’t make mean comments].
What can you do if you do have a friend who is hating on a certain girl and being
disrespectful? [Possible answers: ask your friend why they feel that way, encourage
your friend to just leave her alone, say positive things about the girl].
Thank you for all of your great ideas to promote support and mentorship. I’m really looking
forward to our last session next week. It’s time to break for the day (or get to practice).
Close the circle with a team cheer.
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Session 10: Celebrate Our Successes
Make sure you have:





Facilitator Notes

»
»
»
»
»

